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I’m not a number…
Personalisation in contact centres
Here’s the challenge….
There are limited reasons why customers leave
and typically there is a significant cost attached
whenever they do. The reasons are:
1. They die – not an easy one to work
around…
2. They find something cheaper
3. They are dissatisfied with your product or
services
4. They are dissatisfied with the service they
receive
Staggering though it is, it is widely reported that
by far the largest percentage of customers
churn is as a result of poor customer service –
nearly 70%...
I needed to renew my home insurance. All the
insurance companies know this because
they’ve all bought my data and therefore I’m in
the throes of changing to a wood burner so that
I can burn all the junk mail and not pay for fuel
until next Spring…but the company in the box
seat to get my business must surely be my
current provider – you’d think they would gear
themselves up to win renewals as it must be
the cheapest route to market. Economic sense
– SURELY? It’s proven that cost to acquire
versus cost to serve is much higher…
Then why, when I called them up, did they;
a) Not know who I was…
b) Not immediately understand the obvious
reason for my call even though I have
pressed the requisite IVR option
c) Not treat me as a valued, loyal, profitable
customer (I’ve never claimed, only paid…)
d) Not fight to win my business…

We can solve all of these with a mix of enabling
technologies and well trained, motivated
advisors, so WHY did they fail so radically?
What are the options?
a) Is it arrogance? Do they expect I will just
renew without question?
b) Do they genuinely not care?
c) Do they know so much about me that they
know I will shop around and therefore my
cost to renew will be too high?
d) Do they hate me?
Get this, after a frustrating conversation, they
discounted my premium by 12p – honestly 12p.
Did I renew with them? Read on…
So, what is good customer service and how
is it achieved?
Good customer service starts with treating the
customer as a person, not an account number.
Personal service affects our perception of the
brand drives advocacy and additional profit.
Personal service conjures up images of The
Ritz or your Local ‘where everybody knows
your name’ but even though expectation of
personal service has grown enormously over
recent times, our experiences of it through the
medium of contact centres hasn’t kept pace.
I’ve used a throwaway line to describe personal
service – and CRM come to think of it – for a
number of years – “when you wander into your
local, you are warmly welcomed by name and
your drink being poured before asking for it… it
is just a question of how do we ‘industrialise’
this?”
There is a proven link between how we are
treated as customers and the level of loyalty
and affinity that we have with a brand or
supplier. From personal experience, I managed
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an outbound sales and service line many years
ago. We ran a campaign calling up customers
who had ordered products when they were out
of stock, letting them know they were back in
stock and available. We had conversion rates
up in the high nineties…fine, you might say –
not the most challenging calls but you have to
understand the context, some of these
customers had ordered swimwear and it was
now Christmas, yet they would still agree –
furthermore, they would order quicker than
comparable customers and their order value
was over 25% higher on average.
Expectation is high within the customer
community, we quite rightly, expect the highest
standards of care and service, after all, we
ought to be the most important part of our
supplier’s company, without us, they would
have no business.
So why is it that companies struggle to
either recognise this or deal with it, and
what is the real impact?
Let’s discuss impact first and let’s focus on the
customer and their experience before we
tackle the suppliers. Rather than look at the
negative impact of not personalising the
service, let’s begin with the very positive
impact of personalisation. This can be as
simple as a conversation with an advisor who
cares (genuinely) and who knows how and is
empowered to sort the problem out. If it is as
simple as that, why do companies do anything
different?
So how do we industrialise the process?
It starts with the company culture, from
selection of employees through the
communication, support structure and
attitude of management, acceptance of
critical feedback, training and approach –
remember, the ‘DNA’ of your company
MUST focus on the customer, your
advisors MUST ‘own’ the customer
relationship and be empowered to do
that. The processes must be geared with
the customer in mind – not the

organisation – and the enabling
technology that is also designed and
developed with the customer at the
forefront.
Let’s look at the ‘building blocks’ as far as the
enabling technology is concerned. What do
we need it to deliver to enable a ‘personalised
service’?
1. Customer data must be clean and
accessible by other systems and by the
advisors – customer data is a crucial
company asset, take every opportunity to
keep it updated
2. Every channel must have the ability to
‘easily’ recognise the customer
3. Both self-service and assisted service must
allow a ‘two-way’ conversation between you
and your customer
4. If I’m going to have to wait to speak with
someone or receive a response, please set
my expectation
5. If I am routed to a particular queue for
support, I must be routed according to my
needs – not yours…
6. If my question or query is complex, you
must either equip your advisor or web site,
or at least set my expectation when I can
get a response with the correct, easy to
understand and consistent response
7. Once, I have been dealt with, it’s the ideal
opportunity to ask me for a satisfaction
rating
These 7 points ought to reflect the process
that a customer company follow to turn me
from a potential customer through the
customer lifecycle to a profitable, loyal
customer advocate.
What enabling technologies can support the
above points best?
•

Effective resource planning based on
previous information and a tightly integrated
work force management application can
help solve the number one issue –
customer’s queuing before even getting
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through. Remember, we only have one
chance to make a good impression…
•

•

•

In order to leverage customer information,
you can either ask for it and/or find it in your
customer database. You can ask the
customer to decide where to go and how to
be routed via your IVR but be careful, poor
experience prompted by IVR is a huge turn
off. If you use IVR, personalise it and make
it valuable for the customer. There are much
more effective and customer friendly ways
of connecting the customer and the most
appropriate resource in your organisation
such as integrated call routing via fields of
customer data such as category of spend,
length of tenure, likely reason for the call
etc. If you can define the customer journey,
leverage customer data and route according
to some type of intelligence, you are starting
the ‘personalised’ journey. For example, if I
am identified as a customer calling shortly
after receiving my renewal notice and I’m
phoning the number on the renewal notice,
there’s a higher than average chance I’m
calling about…my renewal.
Integration of your telephony and your CRM
can deliver massive value in personalising
the customer, it allows you to determine
who gets routed to who and why. These are
parameters that allow you to ‘balance’ the
books in customer service terms. You can
effectively utilise your key assets – your
advisors – and plan and execute the
personalised customer journey based on
intelligence and allow the technology to do
what technology should do – enable and
add value at the right time, every time.

•

At this point in the call, please ensure that
your infrastructure and systems don’t slow
down or creak as I can’t be the only one to
hate the ‘systems are slow today…’
comment. Remember, the onus is firmly on
you to build and maintain an infrastructure
to suit

•

We already have a lot of this functionality
available within our current infrastructure
but if you’re reading this, it suggests that it
is either missing, in need of a good overhaul
or broken.

•

Finally, when the call is successfully dealt
with, we have a fabulous opportunity to
further engage with the customer by finding
out whether the experience was
satisfactory, so let’s ask them. By the way, if
managed correctly, this can really add value
to the advisor experience. Let’s not forget
that great, immediate feedback can be what
they mention when asked; “how was your
day?”

*By the way, no I didn’t – I found it cheaper elsewhere
and shall no doubt relive this experience in about 12
months’ time….

Author: Martin Taylor – Contact centre
specialist

Empowering your advisors with the support
of technology also massively improves and
personalises the service you can deliver.
Equipping your advisors with the knowledge
at the click of a mouse can raise your first
contact resolutions, effectively improving the
advisor experience whilst preventing that
other customer ‘pain point’ of having to call
back when someone who knows will be
available…
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To discover more about makepositive
and how we can help you achieve your
goals…
call: +44 (0)20 7960 4197
or visit: makepositive.com

